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Haida Laas

Red Cedar: ts’uu sgiid (Massett), ts’uu (Skidegate)
Yellow Cedar: Sgaahlaang (Massett), Sgaanhlaan (Skidegate)

T

he successes that our people
have had in the Courts and
in the public arena can be
attributed largely to a recognizable
culture. The legendary canoes
inspire the imagination while old
and new totem poles tell the stories
of our clans all over the world.
When we stand up and oppose oil
and gas, over-fishing or express
our concerns about logging, people
hear us.
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Our people didn’t simply eek out
a living from the land but lived very
well and built villages from a rich
forest. The gifts of the sea, the forest
and the guidance of the supernaturals
provided for our people and gave us
the time to express our relationship
to our homeland.
When our people went into
the forests for cedar, there were
distinctive sites and sounds — the
wind in the canopy, the little feeder
creeks trickling along, birds, the
smell of the moss, earth and cedar.
Today in the old forests the same
senses are stimulated. We can still
go to the places where our people
looked into the heart of the cedar,
where bark had been lovingly
removed.
For about a hundred years now,
intensive industrial logging driven
by the global market place has
plundered these forests — at it’s
peak taking out almost a barge load
a day. Trees up to 1200 years old
have been routinely shipped away
leaving waste, wood that would now
be commanding great values. When
they came for the spruce, the cedar
was left on the ground. In recent
years, it is the cedar that has been
commanding the high value.
As they log, no concern is given
to the workplaces, history or culture
of our people. The intention has
always been to take out all of the old
trees and have them replaced with
trees that can only grow to 60 or 70
years before they are cut again. The
end of the old forests is in sight and
in a few short years should things go
as they plan there will be no cedar
suitable for canoes.
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A few years ago, our people took a
case into court, stopping logging in
one of those workplaces outside of
Masset. Over the past few years the
Forest Guardians have located the
best of the cedar and the workplaces
of canoe makers, carpenters and
weavers. This action changed the
game for a while; giving us some
degree of protection though as the
value of cedar went up, the forest
industry took measures to get
back in. As we went to court again
(TFL Case) we established that the
workplaces of our ancestors was
evidence in our Title Case. And yet
the logging continued. When we
stood and stopped the logging and
shut down the Ministry of Forests,
we finally made our point.
The sacred workplaces of our
ancestors will be there for the
following generations, cedar will
be here to ensure that there will
continue to be a Haida culture.

oh, the cedar tree

It is permeated with natural oils
that make it one of the longest lasting
of all woods,
even in the damp
of the Northwest Coast climate.

If mankind in his infancy
had prayed for the perfect substance
for all material and aesthetic needs,
an indulgent god
could have provided nothing better.
Beautiful in itself,
with a magnificent flared base
tapering suddenly to a tall, straight trunk
wrapped in reddish brown bark,
like a great coat of gentle fur,
gracefully sweeping boughs,
soft feathery fronds of grey-green needles.

When steamed,
it will bend without breaking.
It will make houses and boats
and boxes and cooking pots.
Its bark will make mats,
even clothing.
With a few bits of sharpened stone and antler,
some beaver teeth and a lot of time,
with later on a bit of iron,
you can build from the cedar tree
the exterior trappings
Of one of the world’s great cultures.

Huge, some of these cedars,
five hundred years of slow growth,
towering from their massive bases.
The wood is soft,
but of a wonderful firmness
and, in a good tree,
so straight-grained
it will split true and clean
into forty-foot planks,
four inches thick and three feet wide,
with scarcely a knot.

Above all, you can build totem poles,
and the people of the Northwest Coast
built them in profusion:
forests of sculptured columns
between their houses and the sea,
proudly announcing to all
the heraldic past of those who dwelt there.

Bill Reid

Across the grain
it cuts clean and precise.
It is light in weight
and beautiful in color,
reddish brown when new,
silvery grey when old.
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skidegate dialect

Ts’uu Ts’uu sgiid
•

a short history of cedar

ur stories tell of a time without trees and the
time Xagi Laanas found the first tree, a pine,
cedar came later. Science has placed the
arrival of cedar on the coast at about 6,600 years
ago, but this date actually marks the return of cedar
as fossilized cones of a cedar–like species have been
found that date back 120,000 years. Also of interest
is that during the last ice age (115,000 – 10,000
years ago), there is no evidence of cedar on the
coast.
Forests like we see today did exist about 120,000
years ago but then disappeared except for a few
small pockets during the age of glaciation. Once
the ice retreated, beginning about 10,000 years
ago, forests came back and began to repopulate
the Islands. But between 10,000 and 7,000 years
ago, the climate was too dry and warm for cedar
to thrive except in areas near water, so cedar was
restricted to small areas until conditions became
more favourable. Over the next 3,000 years cedar
slowly increased in size and number and began to



massett dialect

spread out over the Islands. These conditions grew
trees that were large and straight, making it possible
for us to build canoes and homes out of the lighter and
easily worked wood. Before that time other materials
were used: spruce roots for rope and other trees for
woodworking.
Research has shown that at the same time cedar
was increasing in size and number, tool technology
was changing and food was becoming more available.
This is known because middens at village sites get
much larger at about the time cedar became more
abundant. When the evidence from that time is
combined it shows that methods of gathering food
became more efficient.
There have not always big cedars for canoes and
poles. As the ecology changed, so did technology. As
a culture we embraced the cedar and what it offered
us and after many thousands of years of technological
and ecological cooperation, we enjoy both world
renown for woodworking and a living relationship
with the tree that provides it. •
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They learned everything from
super-natural beings
talking with James Young, Skidegate
interview conducted by Gwaai - January 18, 2003

James Young - There are some stories about supernatural
beings and where they got the design for the houses
— it was conceived by supernatural people. This goes
into a legend where the raven suspended a house up in
the clouds that’s built out of cedar. They didn’t design
the houses themselves at the start. Everything that they
learned is from the supernatural beings. The supernatural
beings had been around for a long, long time before they
made people. One of the first stories is about this old
man, he lived in a house made of cedar and the house
was suspended inside of a cloud. Before that, or even
during that time, they didn’t build houses, not houses or

teepees from cedar but poles from beachwood or alder.
And there’s some kind that looks like alder, what the
heck do they call it? They burn them down if they’re
the right size, this is what they built their houses with
before. And then after that, before the white men came,
they used stone wedges to knock down a cedar tree
but they couldn’t use that on the hemlock or the spruce
because it’s too hard.
The first canoe that was built by my people, my clan
is on the other side of Copper Bay, it’s called the Salt
Lakes. This guy used stone wedges to knock down this
big cedar tree, but it took him days and days and days
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because it’s very slow work because it’s all wedges. This
is the first tree that they ever fell of that size. He didn’t
get to see it come down. He worked on it every day, and
then one night a big southeast wind blew it over.
After that [it was discovered that] it’s quicker to burn
the end off than to wedge. They use moss to keep the fire
from spreading and they have to keep pouring
water on the moss. They build a fire on top of the
log and they burn a hole down so far, they put
this fire on in the morning, and then when it’s
evening, they have to put it out, they can’t leave
it burning so they have to put it out. But they
have rocks in there too, so it’ll stay hot, and then
when evening comes they let it out, they have
to take the rocks out or pour water in it. Then,
they got these horse clams and that’s what they
scraped the charcoal out with. The next morning,
when everything had cooled off they scraped
the charcoal out of there. Then they could feel
how thick it was. This is how they [figured] the
thickness — just by feel.
When this one hole gets down far enough,
they put in another one over a ways, not right
next to it, but over a little ways so when that one
gets down far enough, then they can wedge the
wood out that is in between with stone wedges.
After they do that, they can keep going along
until they have the whole thing fixed.
The bow [of the canoe] is nothing.
The bow is just a crude thing — just where they
burned it off. It’s nothing like the canoes you see
nowadays, it’s just a very crude thing, there were
no axe, no tools of any kind.
They burn the wood out until they get the
same thickness all along. And then they scrape
the charcoal out and then they feel it all along until they
get the same thickness all the way around. Along the
edges where the fire is they have to put moss and they
have to keep pouring water on it, so the sides won’t burn
off.
It took the first guy ten years to finish that canoe
— that big canoe. But before that, there was a young
fellow. The young fellow found a cedar log on the beach,
it was about so long, and he was the one that started this
[method.] He built a fire on top of it and started building
a hole here and there, and he didn’t use wedges, he
just used a fire. When it was finished, it was just a little



thing, maybe ten feet long or something like that. While
he was building it, nobody even said one word to him,
they didn’t know what he was doing, nobody asked him
and he never tells anybody what he was doing. Every
day he was out there making fire on this log until he got
the inside dug out. Then when he got down far enough

where he could sit in it or stand in it he rowed it into the
Salt Lake. He got a pole, a skinny alder — a small alder
— broke it off at about two fathoms, and he rowed this
log into the water, he poles around in the lake there. This
is the very first one, but this one didn’t take ten years.
There’s this smart man who sees what he’s doing, so
he started to fall this big cedar tree, he’s going to make
a big one. They can see the mainland, when there’s fine
weather, they can see to the mainland, but there’s no way
to get over there. They see it all the time, but there’s no
way to go over there. So this guy started to build his big
canoe. It took him ten years.
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THE NEW THING
They found a shipwreck on the other side of Flagstaff
(Island). They didn’t know what this shipwreck was,
they had never seen anything like it before. They know
it’s wood and that there are shiny things amongst those
things. So this one guy, he walks there and he finds it
and he goes back to the village and he tells them
what he found, and the next day he goes there
again, and nobody goes with him, he just goes by
himself. He packed a spark along in a clamshell.
He packs a spark in there, and he makes a fire
there, halfway (along the boat). When that one
gets going, he gets another spark from there and
halfway again between the fire and the bow, and
then the other way again. He’s got three fires
going, and that thing’s really burning good and he
takes off and he leaves it there.
The next day he goes back and there are all
kinds of stuff laying on the beach, some of them
big ones, some small ones. These are nails and
bolts, but he doesn’t know what they are. He
packs some of it home. He threw some of the
small ones in the fire to see what they will do.
And he can see it gets red, and after a while it
gets white. So he gets a flat rock and pushes it
underneath the fire and then they line all these
up. These are the nails, they poke it in there.
And when it gets red and then hot, then they got
another flat rock over here, and then they have
round rocks, some of them different lengths. They’re
very hard rock, they don’t break easy. Then they use
cedar bark, they take the bark and they bend it so they
can use it to grab this nail out of the fire, and they put it
on the flat rock. There are two guys, one from each side,
hammering on this nail. Now they build a double-edged
knife, but they use it for spears. Because it’s double
edged, they can tie it on to small alder about a fathom
long. After it’s tied up with seal gut, they drive cedar
wedges or pegs in there, real dry ones, [because] when
it gets wet it expands. Then they get pitch, they get this
hard pitch, they put this on the fire and they melt it and
after it’s tied up they pour this pitch on, and when that
cools off it gets hard and it’s just as good as plastic. It’s
really tight on there, strong, and now they’ve got the first
weapon.
They could sneak up on a bear and throw this spear
from quite a ways and still, if they got the bear right,

they could kill the bear right there. And now they’ve
got new strength. And the other ones, the double-edged
knives, they make a sheath for it, and they’ve got one on
their back. They usually pack two in case they get into
a fight and they lose one they’ve still got one in their
sheath. Now they’ve got new strength.

With the big bolts they start making adzes out of
them. Now they’ve got something to build these big
canoes with, with the adze. And the houses — before
that, they just lived in tepees built out of poles. Now
they’ve got the cedar and the adze, and the stone wedges
to make the planks with, these big wide planks. And
then they’ve got the adze to straighten it up with, as they
build these big wide boards. Now they start building
these big canoes and houses.
THAT WAS THE MAIN THING, THE CEDAR
The houses were designed — they got that from up in
the heavens long before the white man came. I saw the
last canoe being built here by Luke Watson and Johnny
Williams. I went there every day to watch. I was just a
kid, but I really wanted to watch Johnny Williams with
the adze. After the inside was all dug out he would finish
off with the adze. I’d come home and I’d practice with
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my dad’s adze and I got pretty good with it too. But that
was a lot of work. It took him all summer to build that
canoe. I used to be there almost every day to watch. So
you see, the cedar was the main thing for survival.
If there were four families in a house, there would
be four canoes for that house. Each family had to have a
canoe to go out and hunt for food. It was the main thing
for survival — the cedar.
Tanu’u had thirty-two houses there. When they
gathered up to throw a scare into Cape Mudge people
— that village had 32 houses and they put out sixty
canoes to go down, just that one village. Every village
was the same way. Canoes were the main thing. If you
didn’t have a canoe, you can’t very well go out to look
for food. Before that, you had to live beside a river —
but they always do, anyway — they had to live beside a
river or a creek where there’s fish going up. Now, after
the canoes came out they could go all over the place and
hunt for different kinds of seafood. That was the main
thing, the cedar, for survival.
ROSE SPIT PEOPLE HAD A HARD TIME
BUILDING THAT FIRST CANOE
They had to go up to the lake during the summer
because the lake gets so small that the creek stops
flowing out. So they have to go right up to the lake to
get the water. This one day he went up and there’s this
supernatural being there. He tells him how to build a
canoe. He shows him how, even with blocks of wood,
how he’s going to do it, everything about how to build
this canoe. And [the fellow] comes down, and he forgets
— he can’t remember. The next day, he goes up to get
more water, and that guy is there again, and he tells
him over and over again. And he comes down, there’s
nothing, he can’t remember. This went on for four years,



and that being is up there telling him. And then one
day he got mad at him and started running around him
yelling “konen ska’a, konen ska’a”. Just hollering at him
that way opened his ears out. After that, he came out and
he remembered everything that being said to him and
he started to build a canoe. He remembered everything
about how to build that canoe. When I think of it, my
people had a hard time building that first canoe.
But the cedar was the most important thing there was
before. They made use of the other ones, like hemlock,
used to build other, some of them on the West Coast they
built their framework for the house and then they used
the hemlock, they’d break off the end of the hemlock
branches, just the end, they had to break it off, there
was nothing to chop it off with. And then they’d lace it
together, and that’s what they put over their building,
to keep the rain out. And they have to make it real thick
so the rain wouldn’t go through it. That’s what we use
hemlock for.
The stories my dad told me, some words… I know
what he’s talking about, but I don’t have a definite
answer for some words. I bring it to the school there
[Skidegate Haida Immersion Program) and even Watson
and Ernie, all way older than me, they don’t know.
There’s a place called Serita River, on the West
Coast of Vancouver Island. I was there in 1959 the first
time. And it was just loaded with fish, dog salmon.
Now they’re trying to restore the river. There’s not even
one fish going up that river. All they have is logging,
clearcut logging. Not a fish going up there. Now the
natives themselves are trying to restore [it]. That’s
going to happen around here if they keep on with this
clearcutting. After it’s all gone, then it’s too late to cry
about it. •
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arms) and when you harvest you only take about six
inches of bark off the tree so that it will close itself off
over time. So you don’t take very much, and it doesn’t
hurt the tree if you’re very careful. And when you
walk in to the forest and find an area with lots of trees
you don’t suddenly start taking the bark because it’s
there. You take the time to stand quietly. If you stand
quietly you can actually feel the trees that want you,
you can feel the ones that have a gift for you. Then,
when you discover which are those trees
you go over and there is a small thank-you
ceremony that we do. Nobody told us this is
how you do it, we just watched our nonnie
April Churchill speaking at the Cedar Symposium, 1999
and mother do it as we were growing up, it’s
s a weaver we learn that when you are taking
the same with my children. You harvest, maybe, if
things you are not actually taking anything — you there are twenty trees in that area and you may walk
are being gifted. When we go to harvest cedar its
out with only two trees having offered.
not just about taking bark from the tree, there’s a whole
At the beginning of the season the first tree you
ceremony that goes along with it. It’s also about thanking
cut is just amazing. It’s the most powerful experience
the tree and promising to take good care of all things — it
— next to having my children — that I think I’ve
is a time for us to share with the tree, the spirit of the tree,
experienced and it comes each year with the very first
the gift and the promise.
tree. When I was about twenty years old, I thought
I came here to weave and work in language, but as it
what my Nonnie was saying was dumb. “I don’t have
turned out after I flew over the Ian, I realised that you can’t time to be standing around waiting for trees.” I ran
just weave or work in language, there are things happening in and grabbed the trees and I went home. The truth
that need attention. I want my children to be able to weave. was, not anything that I worked on, nothing that I did
My son is a carver; I want my great, great grandchildren
with that bark, worked out at all — so she was exactly
to be able to make beautiful canoes and wonderful poles.
right.
But due to the logging we have very little really good
When you take the bark from the tree you clean it
cedar left. I started getting bark when I was five years old.
in the forest. You first take the outer bark off, then the
My kids are the same way, my nieces and nephews the
inner bark and wrap it up. You leave the outer bark
same thing and I hope when I get grandchildren they’ll
to feed the tree and the forest and then that night you
be out there with me. There are very specific trees needed
work on the bark. But the most important thing is that
for weaving, it has to be very straight grained so the bark
you are very careful about how much you take and
grows straight.
you’re very aware that it’s a gift that has been given
When we harvest for the cedar bark, you walk and walk — it’s not something you take. I would like to see that
and you know what you’re looking for — a straight tree
kind of reverence happen when we’re doing forestry. I
with no branches on one side — and you also look around
would like to see that incorporated. I would like to see
to make sure that all the trees are healthy. You don’t take
that the time is taken to respect and to do a ceremony,
from an area that has browning leaves or that looks like
to acknowledge a gift of life is being given. I would
there may be a problem. You’re looking for a tree about
like to see that happen. •
this size (makes a circle about 60 cm in diameter with her

The Gift and the Promise

A
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Recent Activities of the
Haida Heritage Guardians Program
Karen Lovisa Church, Haida Heritage Guardians Program Co-ordinator

Following is a brief overview of some of the areas
that we have been surveying for Culturally
Modified trees.

and there is an abundance of medicinal plants in the
large open grass meadows and bogs at the headwaters of
the Chinukundl.

CHINUKUNDL
In every part of the Chinukundl watershed which the
CMT Survey crew surveys there is cedar. In the upper
reaches of the Chinukundl, Yellow cedar dominates the
forest and ancient bark stripping has been identified
and mapped throughout the area. The Ministry of
Forests is currently proposing cut blocks behind Queen
Charlotte City in the Chinukundl headwaters and there
is a possibility that the province will apply for a permit
to cut down a CMT in this area because the CMT is
blocking the proposed roadway. Consultation with CHN
on this issue will be at the Executive level as there have
been no CMTs cut on Haida Gwaii for many years and it
is against CHN policy to cut CMTs. Some Yellow cedar
trees in this area grow as large as 2 metres in diameter

LIGNITE CREEK
In the lower Lignite Creek watershed at Naden Harbour
there are many monumental cedar and Culturally
Modified Trees. The CHN crew surveyed three proposed
cut blocks in the Lignite drainage last year and found
dozens of CMT’s and cedars of high quality.

0

HAANS CREEK
We also worked in the Haans Creek watershed at
Alliford Bay. No CMTs were identified on the surveys
of two proposed cut blocks in the mid- to upper-Hans
Creek. However, many Monumental cedars were
noted by our crew. Following the survey, we returned
to the area with a Haida carver and ribboned-off areas
where the trees will be preserved in Cedar Reserves for
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traditional use. At this time, Weyerhaeuser is respecting
this designation for the trees. In other areas like Naden
Harbour our crew is planning to go back to the proposed
cut blocks and designate Cedar Reserves as part of the
1000-Year Plan for Cedar on Haida Gwaii.
MORESBY ISLAND
A stone hammer head was
found beside an ancient
CMT (stump and canoe)
on Moresby Island, near
Pacofi Bay. Crewman
Larry Thompson found
the tool and it is now
being held at the Haida
Gwaii Museum at
Qay’llnagaay. The area
in which it was found
has approximately 40
canoe logs in various
stages of completion.
The area which is in the
Western Forest Products
Tree Farm Licence, now
BCTS, will be protected.

used as a place to repair canoes. This significant cultural
area is threatened by the logging plans of Husby
Forest Products. It is a highly contentious area, not
only because of the CMTs and other archaeological
sites, but because it is also prime otter and goshawk
habitat. Husby Forest Products proposes to build a
road that will negatively impact all the Haida values
in the area, and the cut
blocks if approved,
will compromise Haida
CMTs and Archaeology.
We are monitoring this
situation, and suggest
that people may take
the time to walk the Bill
Brown Creek trail and
ocean shoreline — it
is a place of incredible
beauty, and as yet there
has been no logging on
this hillside.

EDEN LAKE
At Eden Lake, which
drains into Naden
Harbour, an ancient shell
RENNEL SOUND
midden was discovered
Another area proposed
by a CHN and Ministry
for logging is near Bill
of Forests crew working
Brown Creek at Rennel
in the area. Further study
Florence Davidson collecting bark near Massett.
Sound. Haida Nation CMT
of this inland village
survey crews have identified
site has been proposed
and mapped approximately 150 CMTs in the area. The
by the CHN Haida Heritage Guardians. A small broken
CMTs are scattered from the shore all the way up the
spearhead was collected by Karen Church from the
hill to at least 800 meters away from the water. The area
exposed wall of the midden. This basalt fragment is
shows us the traditional use of cedar over hundreds of
being kept at the Haida Gwaii Museum at Qay’llnagaay.
years and tells us much about Haida Cedar Technology
Like the work surveying for CMT’s and other Haida
and how it has developed over the past 500 years. An
values, such discoveries are crucial to asserting and
ancient habitation site was also located on the survey
protecting Haida cultural interests across Haida Gwaii.
excursion. The habitation site is at a creek mouth just
Please make comments on the proposed logging
below proposed cut blocks. Pitch removal scars on
developments at our office, or direct them in writing to
spruce trees near the creek mouth indicate the use of
the company responsible and send a copy to the Haida
pitch from this area over many years. The crew also
Forest Guardians. •
found a rare CMT type for Haida Gwaii. The unusual
If you have questions or comments regarding the
find were Spruce trees that have had bark slabs removed
Haida Heritage Program, please contact me, Karen
from them, the trees were found near the ancient camp
Church, at the Haida Forest Guardians office, 626-6058.
site. We are speculating that this area may have been
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We know trees are valuable
in terms of dollars and
cents, but what is the value
of a tree within the forest
ecosystem? What does a tree do?
The forest is a network of relationships wherein
even the smallest organism is significant. If we were
able to map this web of relationships, we would end up
with a tangled knot of connections so complicated and
convoluted it would be impossible to understand.
Let’s, then look at one piece of this enormous
web so we can begin to appreciate the complexity.
We will look at one species, the cedar tree, and
examine its role by tracing its relationships to other
organisms in the system.
A tree is home to many things. Epyphytes
(plants like moss and lichen that get their water
from the air) make their home nestled in the crooks
of boughs or strung out in the branch tips. Other
heavier, more permanent mosses build up over the
years and sometimes make platforms, which in turn
become homes for birds like the marbled murrelet. The
longer, stringier lichens (Old Man’s Beard and Witches
Hair) provide nutrients without which deer and elkwould
surely starve.

2

The Forest is Home
there is more to a forest than just money

Our understanding of the role of epiphytes in the
forest ecology is still in its infancy, but we do know they
are key to having a healthy forest.
Because of special oils in the wood, cedar is not
particularly hospitable to insects and bacteria that
normally live in a dying tree
and help it rot. Therefore
the trees remain standing
long after they are dead.
This is fortunate for birds
and mammals that make
their homes in cavities or in
the roots of dead standing
trees.
While most insects don’t
have much success living
in cedars, there are some
exceptions. Bark beetles root through the cambium of
live trees, the soft inner bark that helps the trees grow
can kill the trees. But over the years bark beetles have
come to live in relationship with woodpeckers. The
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woodpecker feeds on bark beetles, slowing the death of
the tree and at the same time, the woodpecker depends
on these standing snags for its home.
Trees also create homes in streams. When they fall
into the water, trees create backwaters and riffles that
serve as habitat for waterfowl and important rearing and
spawning grounds for fish.
Cedar trees, as all trees, act as water-regulators. Like
a net, branches and needles in the canopy absorb water
from the air. The canopy also serves as a catchment
system, preventing rain from falling directly to the
earth and thereby avoiding erosion. This is beneficial
on two fronts: regulating water as well as maintaining
good conditions for animals in the forest during
winter months.
Partially rotted wood can store up to eighteen times
more water than bare soil and a tree lying on the ground
slowly releases water in times of drought. Cedars, like
all trees absorb sunlight that builds sugar and cellulose
and is the main source of energy to sustain the tree.
Over the span of its life, the tree stores up an incredible
amount of energy and when it finally falls to the ground
that energy is used by insects, bacteria and other plants.
These are a few examples of relationships in the
forest using cedar as a starting point. But each beast,
plant, or bacteria in the forest is truly its own centre. The
beauty is how they’ve all come together over thousands
of years to become a single large being, each part a piece
of the whole.
In a human economy, stability comes from having a
diversity of activities to rely on — the stability comes
from the complexity of the system. In a small town with
a variety of industries, the loss of one industry would not
wipe the town out. But if a town relied on only a single
resource industry, the loss of that industry could mean
the loss of the town just like in a forest, the strength of
the ecosystem is more secure the larger the diversity
of life within it. We have come to depend on just one
element in the forest: the trees themselves, and more
specifically, trees as timber. Unfortunately, that leaves
our societies vulnerable in the event of changing ecology
or changing economies. To secure our own strength and
continuity, we must respect that of the forests, and not
lean too heavily on our trees. •

Sgaahlaan’s Long Lost Cousin
Found in Viet Nam

Botanists working in the limestone mountains
of this northern region of Vietnam have just
found what appears to be the long lost cousin of
sgaahlaan, or yellow cedar. The discovery of the
tree has been heralded by scientists as one of the
most important finds in this region in recent years.
Local knowledgeable people have known of the tree
for thousands of years.
Named the Vietnamese Golden Cypress (Xanthocyparis vietnamensis) because of its yellowish wood
and light colouring, it has the distinctive feature of
bearing both scale leaves and needles. Its fragrant,
hard, yellow wood is prized by local woodworkers,
who use it for coffins and shrines.
Because it more closely resembles sgaahlaan
than any other tree in the world, the botanists who
discovered and categorized it have created an entirely
new genus for the two now-reunited trees. Yellow
cedar will now be known in the scientific community
as Xanthocyparis nootkatensis, or the Nootka Golden
Cypress.
Botanists believe that the tiny remaining patches
of forests in the hills of northern Vietnam, in which
the new conifer was found, are the remnants of a
once forest type that used to extend across eastern
Asia and into North America. Look far enough back,
and we may find their common ancestor. •
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tsuu aay
‘kiing jah
Looking into the heart of the cedar
Red Cedar
ts’uu sgiid (M)
ts’uu (SK)
Yellow Cedar
sgaahlaang (M)
sgaahlaan (SK)

For thousands of years the people went into the forest for cedar.
Among the living trees we find some with strips of bark removed to make
clothes, hats and baskets.
We find cedar with planks split off-planks for a baby’s cradle, a cooking box,
a drum, a house and a coffin.
In the remaining forests we find stumps marking the remains of trees crafted into
canoes, houses and to display the crests.
Some tluu will be shaped in various stages of construction.
We will look into the heart of cedar and walk in the majesty of
the great magician.
Guujaaw
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Our Changing Climate
Haida Observations on Climate Change
By Amanda Bedard
In February 2002 Indigenous Peoples from around
(and close to) the Circumpolar North converged
with academic specialists to discuss the effect of
climate change in their communities. As the southernmost delegate at the conference, I had the pleasure
of presenting a paper entitled Haida Observations on
Climate Change.
Although there is not much snow to be changed in
Haida Gwaii, Snowchange is significant to the Islands
for several reasons. Clearly, climate change is a serious
environmental problem, and has been the issue for
on-going international debate. The Kyoto Protocol is
one example of the large-scale interest in addressing
climate change globally. The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) represents an international
organization that is mandated to investigate climate
change. And of course, the David Suzuki Foundation
has produced copious amounts of material on the matter
including a Climate of Change series of booklets.
Suzuki is the foremost environmentalist warning the
world about the human factor in the climate crisis. In

the David Suzuki Foundation’s January 2001 Climate of
Change, Climate Crisis: Energy Solutions for BC
Dermot Foley states: “There is new and stronger
evidence that most of the warming observed over the
last 50 years is attributable to human activities.” He also
says that over the past century, coastal temperatures have
increased by 0.6 degrees. In the June 2001 Climate of
Change, Fuelling the Climate Crisis: The Continental
Energy Plan, Foley relates that because of atmospheric
concentrations of carbon dioxide, “scientists predict that,
on average, annual global temperatures will increased by
between 1.1 and 3.1 degrees Celsius” between the years
2030 and 2050.
What does climate change mean for Haida Gwaii?
The David Suzuki Foundation warns that climate
change will “change water levels, temperature and
peak flow timing for rivers and streams, leading to
further pressures on already critically threatened
species – salmon.” Further, “for every one degree
increase in temperature, there is expected to be an
overall increase in precipitation of 5%, changing the
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intensity and magnitude of rain and snowfall.” Even
more disturbing, Andrew Giles writes about the effect of
Climate Change on Gwaii Haanas in “Climate Change
and Canada’s National Park System: A Screening Level
Assessment,” that the “thermal expansion of the oceans
and melting of glaciers, ice caps and ice sheets will
likely raise the absolute global sea level by 0.5 meters by
2100.”(May 2000: 98) Giles continues, “Gwaii Haanas
will experience sea level rise in the order of a few
centimetres per decade.” Although he
acknowledges Haida Gwaii’s rocky
coast will offset the rising sea level,
there is still a threat to “sea bird
colonies, sea lion haul-outs or low
lying archaeological features”. These
ocean changes would also impact the
terrestrial systems of Haida Gwaii,
affecting the forest floor.
Most disturbing for our cedar,
is that the “rising temperatures will
likely result in an increase in forest pests and disease.”
(p.99) Increased pests and disease will have devastating
effects on our already threatened cedar. We have oral
histories that tell of the first cedar on Haida Gwaii, soon
after the ice age. We adapted to the new resource using
it for every aspect of our life, significantly for building
our great canoes allowing us to travel to the mainland
to explore and trade. As a telling example, the threat
of climate change will have similar effects on Haida
Gwaii as the ice age. We very well may have to adapt to
the absence of cedar if pests and disease slowly eat the
precious resource from our Islands
When making the presentation at Snowchange,
I acknowledged that most Haida observation of our
changing environment is because of increased resource
extraction and government mismanagement before
any notice of climate change. However, the increased
industrial activity is a cause of climate change, and
the Haida recognize that to be here as Haida in 2100
and observe the change in climate, we must halt the
destruction of our islands as it is going at the current
pace. Indeed, we further recognize that the Earth’s health
is delicately balanced, and that every important aspect
of our environment including our lifeblood of cedar and
salmon will be negatively affected if the current change
in climate continues.



Snowchange offers something that many large
organizations do not. It is a multi-year educationoriented project to document indigenous observations
of climate change in the northern regions, and is
coordinated by the Tampere Polytechnic in Tampere,
Finland. Following the February 2002 conference, the
delegates produced a Draft Declaration on Traditional
Ecological Knowledge. The beginning statement is as
follows: Indigenous Traditional Ecological Knowledge
is a viable source of information in
scientific assessments on climate
change and should be recognized as
an equal tool of research. The main
objectives of Snowchange are as
follows: to collect and document the
experiences of indigenous peoples
related to Climate Change, to present

Most disturbing
for our cedar, is that the
“rising temperatures will
likely result in an increase
in forest pests and disease.”
them in a manner that will be effectively heard by
the peoples and decision makers of the south, and to
enhance and support the indigenous participation and
work in climate change issues. Indigenous livelihood is
most threatened by environmental catastrophes such as
climate change, so the observations of those who live
on the land are equally as valuable as those who have a
sterile, ‘objective’ connection to it.”
If you are interested in becoming involved or
learning more about the Snowchange initiative, visit
snowchange.org, or email the project co-ordinator Tero
Mustonen at tero@snowchange.org. The project is an
excellent approach to understanding and being a part of
the climate change solution. •
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Ow’way
(Naden Harbour)
and the

Ministry of Forests
At the mouth of Ow’way (Naden Harbour),
Stoneribs defeated the giant crab from which we
receive all crabs today. Ow’way had been one of the
major population centers of the Haida Nation before
smallpox. Descendants of the people continue to live
in Massett. The Primary Villages were Kung and
Skaos. Ow’way continues to be a primary source of
food for our people including Sockeye, Coho, and
pink salmon as well as spider and Dungeness crabs.
This area is also important for murrelet and duck
hunting and since the introduction of the deer, a source
of venison. The idyllic sheltered harbour is also within
easy access to seaweed, cockles, halibut, abalone,
James Stanley inspects a wedge found at the base of this tree.
devilfish, and cod. The Naden River continues to be
used to this day and within the banks are the remains
and essentially in cedar, which is a critical component
of some of the greatest and most elaborate weir systems
of Haida material culture. The forests of Haida Gwaii
ever built.
are generally not prone to fire and the forests can be
The Haida name for ‘lignite’ creek watershed is Distl fairly said to be many thousands of years old. The Haida
Aans as was middle hill baring the name of the creek,
people retain the stories of the times when there were no
the island in front of the creek is called Tee Gwaii, right
forests, now quantified and dated by science to bring us
across from there is Kul’ kwinan’uns, ‘chittenden point’
to a time about 14,000 years ago. They also knew of the
is actually Keas Kun, at the head of the creek is a grassy times before there were cedars, which we now know was
flats called Klunakigit. Naden River is Ha Andles at
about 6000 years ago. In the forests are the signs of the
the mouth of the river was a village called Klock Ghee
extensive use of the cedars for the building of the many
ahgans. These are just a few of the names of places in
villages and canoes that Ow’way was known for.
direct proximity to the area in question. Ow’way had
In these forests, there are canoes in various stages of
several villages on the east and west side as well as
completion, as well as stumps and tops where canoes
names for all the creeks and landmarks. Ne Dan Hadai
had been taken, in the Lignite area, the practice of taking
was the name of the people living at the mouth of the
planks from standing trees was unusual for Haida Gwaii.
river, the name referred to the numerous settlements
A person with intention could go through these forests
in the region. There were fresh water people up in
and realize the vitality of the Haida culture, the plain
Eden Lake.
hard work and human ingenuity of the old people. Many
Ow’way was ideally situated but also rich in food
of these marks remain in standing trees though could be
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hundreds of years old. The cultural importance of the
fragile moss covered remains are no less important. Each
specific cultural feature is in itself a portal to the past
and in many cases a living connection to our ancestors.
These forests have provided wealth for the timber
barons for particularly the
past 40 years in Naden
Harbour. During that time
the watershed qualities of
the Naden, Lignite, and
Davidson Creeks have
suffered and fish stocks
depleted. Throughout
these years, the forests
used by the Haida people
have been logged without
regard for the history,
which could be revealed.
Untold knowledge is lost
to us forever.
Only throughout the
later part of this decade
has there been any
concern for these forests,
which took court cases
and the efforts of our
people to gain recognition
of the cultural and historic
importance of these
forests. The forest floor
of soft mosses is naturally
made of plants from
seedlings to 1000-yearold giants. The standing
and fallen dead provide
food for varieties of birds and insects. Once the forests
are cut, it can be up to 25 years before the forests are
even walkable because they are covered with branches
and debris. As the forests begin to take a new form, the
thickets are often void of plants in the understory.
The second growth forests are generally less diverse
due to the short-term evolution of the forest. The
second growth in the region is expected to be logged
again before they reach ‘old growth characteristics’.
Approval of logging in these forests will deprive all
following generations of the opportunity to know the
forests as our ancestors have known them. The cultural


and spiritual knowledge of our cultural relationship to
the forests in Naden Harbour will be lost. The tragic fact
that our people had died out in such numbers and the
disruption to our culture is a situation that should not be
held against us (such as when site specific information
is requested regarding
potential infringements
to our Rights). The fact
that we continue to exist
today is testimony to
the fact that our culture
remains relevant in this
day and age. The ability
of our people to practice
and restore our culture is
dependant on the survival
of cultural quality cedars
(500 year+), which is only
growing in the old forests,
and the future trees,
which must develop in the
old forest condition. Our
people had made attempts
to work with the ministry
and the forest industry to
protect the workplaces of
our ancestors, and in spite
of some success, have
been rebuffed by Husby
logging who chose to use
his own archeologist for
prescriptions which has
resulted in the destruction
of the precious forests
through trying to serve his
own economic interests with narrow buffers which failed
to protect the integrity of the forests. Cases in point:
Tartu, Naden etc. (TOR 037, TOR 38, TAR 041,TAR
042, DIV 431, Spruce mainline).
Any decision maker should not only go to these sites
and walk in it with our people but also to the sites ruined
by Husby logging. The opportunity to protect these
forests is passing daily. Reviewing these areas would
have to occur not only in Naden but also Masset and
Skidegate Inlets and throughout the islands in order to
ensure the ongoing access to cedar. •
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Decision Rationale
Husby Forest Products •
Cutting and Road Permit Applications
Per 11, Lig 11, Lig 12 and Lig 12A

May 11, 2004
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The following text is an abrigdged version of the written decision by acting district
manager Calvin Ross in the Husby case regarding CMTs in the Lignite area
at Naden Harbour.
Background
On August 15, 2004 as acting district manager of the
Queen Charlotte Islands Forest District (QCIIFD), I
made the decision to refuse approval of Husby Forest
Products permit applications for Per 11, Lig 11, Lig 12
and Lig 12A which included proposals to harvest culturally modified trees. This decision was challenged by
Husby and taken forward to judicial review in December
2003. On February 15, 2004 the matter of Husby Forest Products v. Minister of Forests et al, 2004 BCSC 42
(Husby) was remitted back to me requiring reconsideration of the decision and in doing so to consult with the
Haida so that I could properly identify the allegedly
infringed right as well as the scope of that right as it
applies to the potentially conflicting use. The court also
made it clear that it was the responsibility of the Haida,
not that of the district manager, to delineate clearly the
aboriginal right they assert would be infringed. The
court also emphasised that it was incumbent upon both
the Haida and the licensee to co-operate fully in the
consultation process.
For the purpose of this review, I have been appointed
acting district manager in order to reconsider the
20

previous decision I made as directed by the court in the
Husby case.
On March 17th, 2004 I held a tri party consultation
meeting with the executive members of the Council of
the Haida Nation (CHN) and representatives of Husby
Forest Products.
I asked specific questions related to the values, rights
and potential infringement associated with the harvesting of these cutblocks. My summary of the information
provided by CHN is as
follows:
• Monumental cedar exists in certain areas within the
block boundaries.
• Harvesting these blocks would reduce the Haida’s right
to cedar.
• The CMT’s located in these blocks are important to
retain due to past harvest of CMT’s in other areas (pre
1996 CMT guidelines.)
• The CMT’s are also important in terms of preserving
evidence for the Haida title case.
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• CHN position is that the entire blocks themselves
should be considered archaeological sites and claims
these are part of a greater archaeological/cultural forest
that must remain intact. This is based on the high concentration of CMT’s in the area, the close proximity to
village sites and other archaeological features in Naden
Harbour as well as the past harvest history in the area
which has left little cedar old growth forest in tact.
• CHN claims the “right’ is the right of the Haida people
to enjoy/experience these forest as their ancestors did.
• CHN reiterated the TFL 39 case in terms of potential
title extending at least as far as where CMT’s are
located.
I also asked questions relating to measures that could be
taken that would help mitigate CHN concerns in these
areas and in particular if Husby’s revised applications

to buffer out CMT’s would help address their concerns.
CHN response was that other areas have been impacted
from windthrow where buffers have been established
and feels these would be impacted as well. When asked
if putting in bigger buffers would help CHN indicated
that “we need to focus on the archaeological forest”. …
Guujaaw points out that “in the Lignite area, the practice
of taking planks from standing trees was unusual for
Haida Gwaii”. He also discusses the impact of logging
over the past 40 years and concern of the “cultural and
spiritual knowledge of our cultural relationship to the
forests in Naden Harbour will be lost”. He goes on to
state that “the ability of our people to practice and restore our culture is dependent on the survival of cultural
quality cedars (500 years+)”.
The road that was punched into the Lignite area.
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Finally, the recent Husby Forest Development Plan
(FDP) submission is discussed and it is noted that;
“It is evident that Husby is continuing to target the
more productive stands of cedar in the Naden Harbour
area. These Lignite blocks represent some of the few
remaining patches of cedar with high potential for cedar
suitable for Haida cultural uses. The CMT crew has
confirmed the potential for monumental cedar in these
areas”.
Husby has submitted several letters to the Ministry of
Forests since the court made its decision on February 05,
2004. A number of these letters speak to the need for an
expedited decision on this matter.
On March 22, Husby wrote to confirm their understanding of the meetings. In summary they state that “the
CHN position remains identical to their previous general
and non-specific positions on aboriginal rights”. They go
on to state the CHN position remains the same in that no
harvesting can take place on the blocks in question due
to the Haida’s right to access cedar, forest for aboriginal
practices, preservation of cultural heritage, interference
with title and the right to determine land use. In conclusion, Husby feels that the CHN has failed to “provide
site-specific information and to clearly identify aboriginal rights and their asserted infringement” and therefore
the blocks should proceed as proposed. …
In a follow up communication with Husby on April 23,
2004, Husby advised that they have offered to CHN,
both verbally and in the original alteration permits for
the blocks in question, that the CMT’s that are harvested
could be left in the setting or at roadside for Haida
disposition, or alternatively they could be taken to the
dry land sort and made available to the Haida there. I
understand that Husby has also made past offers of cedar
to be made available to Haida band councils and individuals. …
In terms of CMT buffers, Husby advises that:
the “CMT protected areas are assessed by professional
foresters with windthrow experience. All buffers are
designed to be sufficient to protect the features involved
and are not set arbitrarily”. Husby claims that periodic
fringe windthrow does occur to these buffers, but that

22

such occurrences are the exception. …
The archaeology reports indicate that most of the CMTs
recorded likely predate 1846. …
Husby lists the factors to support approval of the site
alteration permits. These include operational constraints,
economic impacts, cut control requirements, consistency of employment and consistency with other parts
of British Columbia. They identify that opportunities for
preserving additional CMTs with in the block are limited
due to windthrow hazards, yarding constraints, road
locations and adverse hauling grades. They also identify
the financial implications and lost revenue if all CMTs
are preserved. …
[Notes from Ministry of Forests staff] go on to say:
“this also includes protection to the integrity of the surrounding forested site. However there are many identified CMTs and surrounding buffers that appear to be at
some level of impact from windthrow”. …
CONSULTATION
Through the course of this review leading up to this
decision, I have followed the consultation steps outlined
in the Ministry of Forests Aboriginal Rights and Title
Policy. In addition, I have incorporated the consideration
identified by Madam Justice Garson in the Husby judicial review. I have considered the information summarized above. …
1. Identify First Nations potentially affected by proposed
activity:
It appears clear that the Haida have occupied the Queen
Charlotte Islands since before 1846 and have been the
only aboriginal people living on the Queen Charlotte
Islands since that time.
2. Provide relevant information on proposed project/decision to First Nation:
All relevant information was provided in the form of
FDP text and maps, cutting and road permit applications
and maps and subsequent revisions, AIA information
and referrals, including information on the location,
quantity and quality of CMT’s and archaeological sites.
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3. Where information indicates a need to consider aboriginal interests, hold a meeting between staff, the First
Nation (and where possible the licensee) to discuss the
proposed activity and aboriginal interests:
Three separate field reviews took place with Haida representatives to review the areas
in question. Also, the relevant
information was discussed at
three separate meetings, the most
recent of which included the
Haida, Husby representatives
and Ministry of Forests staff.

lar monumental cedar, the right is said by the Haida to
include the right to harvest red cedar as well as to protect
culturally modified trees (CMTs) and their buffers.
Neither aboriginal title nor “the right to cedar” has been

RATIONALE/DECISION
Aboriginal Rights
As identified in the meeting and
in the three subsequent letters
from CHN, there are two aboriginal rights that have been
asserted by the Haida in relation
to the blocks in question. These,
as I am able to interpret them,
are 1) aboriginal title and 2) the
‘right to red cedar’ and more
generally, the present and future
use and enjoyment of the forests of Haida Gwaii. The Haida
state that the courts have defined
aboriginal title to mean a collective right in the land, which is an
exclusive right of possession and
the right to choose to what uses
the land will be put, subject to its
inherent limit. My understanding, however, based on legal advice, is that the “right to choose
to what use the land will be put”
that is part of content of aboriginal title is only a right in respect
of the aboriginal title holder’s
desired uses of those lands inter
Cedar logs and cut CMTs in th Lignite area.
se and does not operate as a veto
over uses that the Crown wishes to make of those lands
proven as existing aboriginal rights of the Haida at this
pursuant to proper consultation and justification regardpoint in time. However, it is clear from the findings of
ing any resulting infringement.
Mr. Justice Halfyard in the Haida case that there is “reaIn terms of the Haida’s asserted “right to cedar”, particu- sonable probability” that the Haida will be able to estab-
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lish title to at least some parts of Haida Gwaii and there
is also a reasonable probability that the Haida would
be able to establish a prima facie infringement of the right to harvest cedar. In the
Husby case the court found that it was not
unreasonable to conclude that the Naden
Harbour area, where the blocks in question
were located, had the same characteristics
and similar history to the area in question
in the Haida case. It is therefore reasonable
to assume that the Haida have a good prima
facie claim to be able to establish title in
the area in question and a good prima facie
claim to a traditional right to harvest and/or
use cedar in these areas.

general, would pose an infringement of an aboriginal
right to cedar is, in my view, questionable. Throughout

In terms of claimed aboriginal title, I find it
difficult to specifically identify the nature
of this asserted right and the basis for the
infringement claim based on the information provided – in particular it is unclear
to me what the Haida deem the infringement of their claimed aboriginal title to
be in respect of these sites. Some of the
comments provided by the Haida appear
to state their concerns as their desire to
keep the “archeological forest” intact, their
desire to protect CMTs on those lands, and
their desire to maintain evidence of occupation for the purposes of their aboriginal
title case. However, it is not clear that the
Haida are characterizing these concerns as
arising from their claimed title, or whether
the infringement that they see of that
A bark stripped CMT and a cedar suitable for cultural work lay side-by-side.
claimed title is based largely on their view
that aboriginal title provides a “veto” of
Crown land decisions that would see the land put to uses the Queen Charlotte Islands/Haida Gwaii many areas
of forest have been left intact or have land development
of which they do not approve. …
diverted due to Haida interest/concerns over the last
It is certainly evident from the locations of CMTs and
decade. These include over 250,000 hectares of Haida
related archaeological sites that there was both aborigiareas of interest, (including the Duu Guusd), CMT renal presence and traditional and cultural activities that
serves/areas, (likely in the 1000’s of hectares) and 100’s
occurred in the area within and surrounding the blocks
of hectares of cedar area set-asides in TFL 39 through
in questions.
negotiation with Weyerhaeuser. There are examples of
Infringement
other blocks and areas that have been modified to some
The decision before me is specific to the four blocks in
extent to accommodate Haida interests. …
question. The position that harvesting in these areas, in

2
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I am not however in a position to determine the extent
of which forests must remain intact and in what areas
in order to serve this purpose. These distinctions are
best made at the Land Use Planning (LUP) table or
through other higher level negotiations. CHN makes
the argument that approving these applications would
undermine the protections the Haida and province are
currently considering at the LUP. However, at this
point in time there have been no decisions relating
to specific land bases. The decision before me is for
cutting and road permit applications which have been
applied for pursuant to a development plan approved
by a previous decision.
I have concluded that the harvesting of the blocks in
question likely do not in themselves pose an infringement of an aboriginal right at the landscape level.
However given the potential right to cedar and concerns with a shortage of monumental cedar throughout the Islands, I believe that the harvesting of some
components of these blocks, particularly those areas
containing cedar, may in fact constitute some form of
infringement if harvested as proposed. …
The location of CMT’s may in fact provide evidence to
support the claim to aboriginal title and their location
and presence may be an important factor to support
any future title claim. However, it is not clear as to
what extent it would be necessary to protect these sites.
…
I do find, however, with the lack of a land use plan and
landscape level cedar strategy in place, that management of CMT sites does afford an opportunity and a
level of accommodation in terms of preserving options
for access to cedar in the short term. I do not believe
that all CMT sites require protection, but I do believe
development should attempt to minimize the impact on
these as reasonable as possible while keeping in mind
the economic needs of the licence holder.
Husby has identified the economic impacts associated
with not harvesting the CMT areas in question. A cost
analysis was provided in Husby’s affidavit submission
for the Husby case. These amounts include revenue
to Husby, government stumpages and increased road
construction costs. The differences between the two
scenarios of harvesting CMTs vs. no CMT harvest are

substantial. However, in the broader sense the total loss
would only be an issue if Husby was not able to realize
their full cut on the Forest License.
DECISION
Per 11
A single archaeological site originally encompassed this
block. This site has now been reclassified as a number of
individual sites. Although CHN disputes this change, it
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is not under my authority, nor would it be appropriate for
me to address this reclassification.
For the most part this block avoids the CMTs and their
related archaeological sites.
I have therefore decided to approve the January 19, 2004
permit application as proposed.
Lig 12
I have therefore decided not to approve the original application for Lig 12, however I will accept the revised
application dated November 26, 2003 and approve it
along with CP 109.
Lig 12A
I have therefore decided to approve this permit application as proposed November 26, 2003
Lig 11
I am still of the view that the proposal to harvest these
CMTs and cross the associated archaeological site in
order to access Lig 11 is reasonable. A total of 61 CMTs
and related archaeological sites have been located within
or adjacent to Lig 11. Twenty-two are identified as being
impacted by this proposal. The remaining CMTs sites
have been excluded from the block.

the impact these permits could potentially have on their
asserted rights and interest in this area I have also considered Husby’s economic interest and the greater public
need in this area. Finally, I have attempted to balance
these interests as much as possible in my decision and
have sought to find workable solutions for all involved.
Based on my review of the nature of the claims advanced and the impact of the cutting and road permit
applications on those claims, I am satisfied that in the
granting of the permits with the modifications specified
above, the Crown has, in my view, met its duty to consult and seek workable accommodation with the Haida
Nation in respect of the latter’s claim of aboriginal title
at these locations and that the modifications made to protect and buffer CMTs, when coupled with other factors
such as the availability of Free Use Permits to access
cedar for cultural purposes and the “logging around” of
other areas of the forest on the Islands, do not unreasonably infringe the claimed right of the Haida to cedar. •

I have therefore concluded that this block cannot be approved in its present form. I would be willing to consider
modifications to this proposal that addresses the above
concerns and would be willing to discuss this option
further with the licensee and Haida.
Conclusion
Husby has advised that they have offered to CHN both
verbally and in the original alteration permits for the
blocks in question, that the CMTs harvested, if approved, could be left in the setting or at roadside for
Haida disposition, or alternatively they could be taken to
the dry land sort and made available there. I understand
that Husby has also made past offers of cedar available
to Haida band councils and individuals. It is not clear if
the Haida have responded to these offers.
In developing my decision I have considered the concerns brought forward by the Haida Nation regarding
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Cedar bark neck ring:
Used only by initiates of
the Secret Society.

People Making Change

An overview of people working in the forest – Haida Heritage & Forest Guardians,
Research Group on Introduced Species, Gowgaia Institute
For quite some time now, Haida carvers, weavers and
other people have been sounding the alarm over the
logging of cedar. It has become increasingly difficult
to find the kind of cedar needed for monumental uses
like canoes, poles, and longhouse construction as
well as good bark for weaving. The problem is that
the same beauty and versatility that makes cedar a
cornerstone of Haida culture also makes it attractive
to the forest industry.
Besides logging, the presence of large deer
populations is having a large impact of the growing of
new cedar trees. The deer graze all tender new growth
on cedar saplings and give young cedars little chance of
growing up straight and true to become bark trees, plank
trees or canoe trees.
With the many pressures on cedar, both industrial and
ecological, questions arise: What is being done about
it? Who is working to counter the tide of factors that are
pushing cedar out of reach for cultural uses?

HAIDA HERITAGE & FOREST GUARDIANS
Part of the answer to the problem of cedar scarcity
lies in the office of the Haida Heritage and Forest
Guardians Program, located in Masset. The program
was established to provide technical support on forestry
issues to the Council of the Haida Nation. The Haida
Heritage and Forest Guardians Program has been
steadily expanding the scope of their involvement in
forest-related issues on Haida Gwaii ever since their
inception in March of 2000. There are currently three
departments in the Program that cover everything
from reviewing forestry licensees’ operational plans
to conducting Haida cultural values field surveys to
digitally mapping all the information which contributes
to the development of the Haida Land Use Vision.
HAIDA FOREST GUARDIANS
One of the mainstays of the Haida Forest Guardians’
work has been handling referrals; that is, reviewing and
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commenting on the Forest Development
Plans (FDP’s) and Management Plans
(MP’s) that apply to forest tenures and the
Silviculture Prescriptions, Cutting Permits,
and Road Permits that apply to individual
cutblocks. Initially overseen by and
commenting on the Forest Development
Plans (FDP’s) and Management Plans
(MP’s) that apply to forest tenures and the
silviculture prescriptions, cutting permits,
and road permits that apply to individual
cutblocks. Initially overseen by Barney
Edgars, Sonia Edgars now coordinates
this work that is changing due to new
provincial government forestry legislation.
As the licensees submit their proposed
activities, Sonia and the rest of the Haida
Heritage and Forest Guardians Technical
Review Committee, assess proposed
development and submit comments to
the Ministry of Forests. One of the main
concerns always stressed is the need to
conserve cedar for cultural uses. With
so many people from the villages taking
up weaving and carving, the concerns
for cedar art forms help put this work in
perspective.
“I know one carver who told me the
youngest tree he’s ever carved was eight
hundred years old,” Barney explains. “If
a company goes out and they chop down
a big tree like that, they’re setting us
Haida Heritage and Forest Guardians Field Crew pinpoint a CMT
back eight hundred years; eight hundred
with the help of data loggers and GPS units.
years we have to wait for a tree like that
values and concerns. Rather than always responding to
to appear again.” In areas where old growth cedar is
the plans created by industry or agencies of the British
scarce, the Haida Nation wants to protect the remaining
Columbia government, the CHN is developing its own
trees and stands from industrial logging, so they will be
available for future cultural uses. There’s also the danger plan for how Haida Gwaii should be managed.
This involves identifying areas, ideas, and values that
that, as logging continues to carve up the islands, the
landscape will become fragmented, with no connections are important to us: for example, the Haida Protected
Areas, identified in 1993, or the principles of ecosystembetween patches of old growth.
based management, which will form the backbone
While we raise Haida concerns over land use and
of any land use overseen by the CHN. If any values
management decisions at the operational stage - work
identified by the CHN are currently threatened—and
is also going on at the planning stage. Part of what the
many of them are—the Haida land-use planning
Haida Forest Guardians were created to do is offer
initiative will incorporate strategies to protect given
a vision for land-use on the islands based on Haida
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areas, cultural features, species, and ecosystems. As
an example, the Haida Forest Guardians have been
heavily involved in creating a framework for managing
the impact of introduced species on the islands because
many introduced species are limiting the growth of
culturally important plants.

and identifying areas of current and future supply of red
and yellow cedar across the landscape of Haida Gwaii
•
Developing policies and procedures for
designating red and yellow cedar reserves to be
protected for Haida cultural uses
•
Engaging the Province of British Columbia,
local governments and third party interests in
implementing measures to protect red and yellow cedar
for Haida cultural uses until the 1000 year plan for
Cedar on Haida Gwaii is implemented.

1000-YEAR PLAN for CEDAR
One of the most important parts of the CHN’s vision for
the Islands is the 1000-Year Plan for Cedar. In response
to the growing concerns over cedar scarcity, the citizens
of the Haida Nation directed
their Council at the 2001
Annual House of Assembly to
develop a 1000-Year Plan for
Cedar on Haida Gwaii. This
plan will ensure that future
generations can honour and
use cedar as past and present
generations have.
The resolution states:
“Whereas Old Growth Forests
in Haida Gwaii have been cut
at an alarming rate and Haida
Gwaii forests are not currently
managed to provide for the
cultural needs of Haidas over
the long term; and an adequate
supply of red and yellow cedar
is essential over the long term
to provide for carving of Haida
monumental art and other
A partially completed canoe sits in the forest near Juskatla.
needs; Therefore be it resolved
that the CHN is directed by the
2001 Annual House of Assembly to develop a 1000 year
The main questions requiring answers at this stage of
plan for Haida Gwaii forests that will ensure a longthe plan involve the remaining supply of cedar and the
term supply of red and yellow cedar for Haida cultural
needs of the population. They revolve around what are
needs.”
known as ‘monumental cedars’—trees suitable for use
Under the direction of the House of Assembly, the
in longhouses, as canoes, or as poles. Where are there
CHN (in large part through their Forestry Committee
stands of cedar suitable for monumental uses? Where
and the Haida Heritage and Forest Guardians) has sought are the stands that have long-term potential to grow
to address concerns about cedar by:
monumental trees? What are the projected needs of the
Haida people? Are there enough monumental cedars to
•
Assessing current and future Haida cultural
meet these needs in the future? How accessible are the
needs for red and yellow cedar
remaining stands, and how economically feasible would
•
Assessing potential risks to the existing forests
it be to harvest trees for cultural uses?
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CEDAR INVENTORY
years. The cedar inventory will also determine how
It is generally believed that many of the accessible sites
accessible these trees are for Haida cultural use. 2004
with large, old-growth cedar have been industrially
saw surveying in Naden Harbor, Eden Lake, and the
logged, and that it may not be feasible to selectively
Jalun and Tlell Rivers. This year, the surveys are
harvest from the remaining stands. But without concrete occurring throughout TFL 39, Block 6, now being
numbers as to where the cedar is, and how much is left,
managed by Cascadia. The resulting information, from
it is difficult to plan for its protection. The multi-phase
both years of surveying, will be used to determine the
Cedar Inventory Project is
attempting to address this
issue.
Between 1999 and 2000,
after some initial research and
training, a Cedar Inventory
Crew comprising of Gary
Jones, Roy Collison, Owen
Smith, and Darren Lee
conducted field surveys in
Tree Farm License 39, Block 6
(then leased by Weyerhaeuser).
This is the largest single
timber license on the islands
and our crew was gathering
field information to provide
an estimate of the volume of
cedar remaining in this area
as well as and the number
of individual trees that have
monumental potential. This
inventory showed that the
The bow of the canoe at Juskatla.
remaining number of cedars
that are potentially suitable for monumental use is very
availability of cultural cedar in remaining old growth
low. The final report summary estimates around 14,000
stands and attempt to predict the location of existing and
potential monumental cedars remain in TFL 39, Block
future cultural cedar stands through preliminary model
6. While this may seem like a large number, the huge
development.
area involved makes the task of finding these trees
The information gathered from Cedar Inventorying
like looking for a needle in a haystack. Furthermore,
greatly contributes to the 1000-Year Plan for Cedar
the figure does not account for defects in the trees, the
which, when completed, will form part of the Haida
question of accessibility, and other complications that
Land-Use Vision. This Vision is guiding the creation of
would make the trees unusable. The actual number of
a Land-Use Plan for Haida Gwaii, helping the CHN to
easily accessible, suitable trees will be significantly
make decisions that respect the integrity of the land both
lower.
immediately and in the long term. •
Cedar Inventorying of all of Haida Gwaii is
continuing. The Haida Forest Guardians are working
SURVEYING FOR HAIDA CULTURAL VALUES
on the second year of a cedar inventory project which
As a result of the TFL 39 court victories in the BC
identifies where monumental cedars grow in order
Supreme Court, the BC Supreme Court of Appeal, and
to predict where they will grow over the next 1000
the Canada Supreme Court, the Council of the Haida

0
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Nation drafted its own plans to protect threatened cedar
stands. The first step, as usual, is to “put out the fires,”
so to speak: those areas under immediate threat of
logging. In the wake of the TFL 39 court victory over
the Province of British Columbia and Weyerhaeuser,
the CHN pushed to ensure that the “consultation” and
“accommodation” promised in the case did not remain

they will be managed in such a way as to provide
consistent levels of cedar. As much as possible, the oldgrowth characteristics of the forests will be maintained
by using the least intrusive harvesting techniques
available.
At the same time as the Haida Land Values crew
is working to protect cedar sites, crew members are

elusive as it had after so many apparent victories for
First Nations.
The CHN has formed field crews, co-ordinated
through the Haida Heritage and Forest Guardians
office, to conduct Haida Cultural Values surveys,
Among other values, the crews seek to identify areas
where monumental cedars grow, or where there is high
potential for them to grow in the future. The CHN has
succeeded in completely or partially deferring logging,
for now, in a number of cut blocks in different logging
tenures on Haida Gwaii. These areas represent the first
steps in creating a system of Cedar Reserves that will be
protected from industrial logging.
The areas designated by the CHN as Cedar Reserves
will, in theory, be exempted from industrial activity
indefinitely. They exist to provide a long-term source of
cedar for cultural uses; in order to fulfill that purpose,

studying the characteristics of these sites in order to
get a clearer sense of where and why cedars grow to
monumental size. This includes elevation, slope, soil
characteristics, hydrology, and many other factors. This
information will be used to predict which areas on the
islands are, or will become, productive cedar sites. By
looking at maps that display this information, the field
crews will be able to choose which sites are most likely
to have good cedar stands, survey those sites, and set
aside culturally significant stands of cedar. •
HAIDA HERITAGE GUARDIANS
In some ways, this concern for the future is modelled
on a concern for the past. Some of the first advances
made in terms of land management came in the area of
culturally modified tree protection. Culturally modified
tree (CMT) is a term used to describe any tree in the
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landscape, standing or fallen, that shows evidence of
would any other tree, or at best, drop the CMT at the
Haida forest use. New CMTs are made every year, as
Band office.
Haida go out to harvest from the forests.
The Haida Nation’s Heritage Guardians is one
CMTs indicate patterns of life on the landscape, and
department of the overall Program and though their
are the mark of the ancestors. The standing live ones
work is different than that of the Forest Guardians,
are a living, breathing connection with the
ancient people, and by extrapolation or
dreaming, the ancient landscape. They speak
for the spirit of each tree. It may be standing
live, with scars that indicate the use of bark
for weaving or medicine, wood for planks,
or it may have been felled with sections
removed, and sections that remain to tell the
story of respect for the spirit of the tree.
Haida Heritage CMT Surveyor, James
Stanley offers some examples of the kinds
of trees they survey for: “We’re looking
for bark strips, which vary in the way they
look. They are wide at the bottom and they
taper to the top. We look for bark boards.
95% of the time, those are the most obvious.
The characteristic of them is that they are
square from the bottom all the way to the
top. Average length is 3 metres. in some rare
cases they go to 5 metres, but that is not very
common. Stumps and logs [where a fallen
tree is left lying near its stump] are usually
associated with low-lying areas, close to the
water and close to major creeks and rivers.”
One of the rarest types of CMT are canoe
blanks, unfinished canoes left in the forest by
their carvers. In the past, carvers would work
on their canoes in the forest for weeks or
months, and then float the almost-completed
canoe back to their village using whatever
small stream was nearby. “The highest
concentrations of [canoe blanks] were found
in Ferguson Bay and Naden Harbour, in
between the major rivers and creeks, in the low- Three poles by Robert Davidson standing in New York, USA.
lying areas.”
We have fought successfully to have CMTs protected the issues, ideas, and goals often overlap. The Haida
as culturally and archaeologically significant sites. In
Heritage department identifies proposed cutblocks that
1991, Old Massett Village Council successfully sought
may contain CMTs based on the kind of trees present,
an injunction in Canadian courts and effectively stopped the proximity to waterways, past data from the region,
the logging of CMT sites. In the past, forestry companies and other information. These potential blocks are then
would simply cut them down and use them as they
surveyed to identify any CMTs present.
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CMTs and their old growth site are protected from
development. CMTs are usually maintained as part of
the standing old growth outside the block boundary,
so that they are connected with the living forest
surrounding the cut block. A buffer of about 50 metres of
old growth is left standing on the edge of the cut block
to protect them.
High concentrations of CMTs can be set aside
together. “Say we have 5 CMTs within 50 metres of
each other, we put all of them together and then put a 50
metre buffer around all of them, so it’s considered one
site,” James explains. “There are some areas where there
are large concentrations
of CMTs, where
the whole cut block
is deleted from the
development plan.”
Culturally modified
trees remain an
important link to
the past on Haida
Gwaii. For example,
it was by studying
unfinished canoes left
in the forests, and by
consulting those who
could remember how
they used to be made,
that canoe-building was
rejuvenated in the 20th
century on Haida Gwaii.
By reading the signs of CMTs, we can learn more
than just technical skill from the old masters. “They
were pretty selective in what they took,” James says of
the weavers and carvers who walked before us. Many
people no longer go out to the forests with the proper
respect. “Right now, they’re just take, take, and take. I
think it teaches some form of moderation.”
CMTs are playing another equally important role
today. CMTs are records in and of themselves. They
are testaments, signs; they speak in a language of their
own. In the case for Aboriginal Title that has been filed
with the Supreme Court of British Columbia, culturally
modified trees will be used as crucial evidence of Haida
occupation of Haida Gwaii. In the past, uninformed
bureaucrats decided that we occupied only the thin band

of land immediately adjacent to the waters off Haida
Gwaii. Repressive legislation enforced that perception.
Hence the distribution of Indian reserves across the
landscape.
What culturally modified trees offer is another story.
They have been called the sacred workplaces of our
ancestors, and are spread across the
entire forested landscape of Haida Gwaii. They mark
trails, harvesting sites, the quest for the right tree, or
the best pitch. Sometimes, as in the case of unfinished
canoes, they represent all of the otherwise unrecorded
deaths from smallpox and the other diseases that ravaged

individuals, families, clans and villages. Always, they
bespeak an indisputable presence on, and right to, the
land.
“I think just by finding and identifying and mapping
all the features, [it] gives us an idea of the use and
occupancy of the land,” James says. “It shows that we
have always used the forest in so many ways. It shows
the importance of the cedar.” •
HAIDA MAPPING
Haida Mapping is the most recently created department
of the Haida Heritage and Forest Guardians Program.
It began in 2002 as a joint initiative between the Haida
Tribal Society and Ecotrust Canada with a grant from
the George and Betty Moore Foundation. Ivy Bell, Owen
Jones, and the recently hired Brodie Swanson are the
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three Haida Mapping Technicians.
Haida Mapping has been developing the capacity to
carry out mapping and data management work within
the CHN for the past three years. Not only does this
department produce maps for field surveys but it also
digitally organizes the information collected during the
surveys. This information is used to develop maps and
information databases for the 1,000 Year Plan for Cedar,
the Haida Land Use Vision, and the Haida Title Case
– amongst other initiatives. Haida Mapping also creates
maps on request and does contract mapping work for
logging companies and provincial ministries.
So while cedar is being set aside because of the
future, CMTs are being set aside because of both the
past and because of what that past can offer us - all of
which are being digitally mapped and recorded. The
many projects being coordinated through the offices of
the CHN have the same goal: to manage and protect
the lands and waters of Haida Gwaii to provide for
the betterment of the Haida far into the future. How
we manage cedar today will dictate how we can use it
tomorrow. And information from the past is the surest
way to light the path of the future. •
RESEARCH GROUP ON INTRODUCED SPECIES
The impact of introduced species on native vegetation
has become a topic of much interest in recent years.
There is little doubt that there is a problem, but the
extent of the problem, and the nature of potential
solutions, are still being determined. One thing that is
known is that introduced deer have an appetite for young
cedars, making it difficult or impossible for cedar to
regenerate in some areas.
The Research Group on Introduced Species (RGIS)
is an organisation located in Queen Charlotte City. Their
focus has been to study the effects of introduced species
around the islands, mostly concentrating on small
islands off the eastern edge of Moresby Island. They are
trying to figure out just how much of an impact deer and
other introduced species have had on local plants and
animals. They wrapped up a 5-year project looking into
this issue, and held a conference (October 1-7, 2002) to
discuss what they have discovered.
One thing that is becoming clear is that deer have
an impact on how young cedars grow on the islands.
You may have noticed the plastic tubes, called vexars,
protecting cedar saplings in cutblocks. These were

designed to stop the deer from eating the young trees
that are not big enough to survive such browsing. What
RGIS have discovered is that deer like to eat Haida
Gwaii cedar because it lacks the natural defences that
most other cedar possesses.
RGIS designed an experiment where they left two
different groups of cedar saplings planted in buckets
outside of their research cabin. The first group was
local cedar saplings; the second group was cedar from
the mainland. Time after time, the deer went after the
local saplings first, eating the mainland ones only once
there was nothing easier to munch on. It turns out that
mainland cedar possesses certain toxins that makes it
unpleasant to animals such as deer. Cedar on Haida
Gwaii never developed these toxins, or they lost them
over the years, because there never used to be deer here.
Much of the work RGIS does to study the impact of
deer involves building and monitoring deer exclosures:
10 metres-square, fenced-off areas where plants can
grow without being eaten by deer. That way, they hope
to find out how plants would fare if there were no deer,
and by that determine just how much of an impact deer
are having.
Management will inevitably require the cooperation
of many different interests. “Managers are from many
levels and departments of government including the
CHN, from industry, and advisors from the general
public with the ability and authority to plan and
implement strategies for dealing with issues such as
introduced species,” says coordinator Barb Rowsell.
“The final group is the general public of the Islands
whose role is to inform the managers of what they value
and use in the forest ecosystem.”
The more we know about how deer impact cedar
regeneration, the better we’ll be able to plan for keeping
enough cedar on the islands for cultural uses. There
is little or no chance that the islands will ever be free
of deer; besides, this is not necessarily what we want.
After all, the deer have become a part of our diet, and fill
many freezers across the islands.
What has to be found is a way to limit the impact
they have on natural plant communities. We can’t very
well put a fence around the whole of Haida Gwaii. RGIS
and other organizations, including the CHN, are working
to answer some of the questions we’ll need to know in
order to come up with solutions. •
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The value of raw logs that were cut from 1982 to 2004 was $4.6
billion Cdn. By correlating the average volumes and values data
with the spatial logging history, we estimate that a total of $13
billion Cdn in raw log timber assets have been extracted from
the islands.
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GOWGAIA INSTITUTE
Over the past decade, the Gowgaia Institute has created
a comprehensive model of the volume and value of logs
cut and shipped from the Haida Gwaii bioregion — by
tree species, log grade, stumpage paid, and raw log
market value. The detailed database covers the period
from 1979 to 2004 and contains over 250,000 records.
We’ve also created a spatial model of the logging
history from its beginning (1890) to date, based on
satellite imagery, archival records and industry data —
enabling time series analysis of ecological disturbance,
animated mapping, and an estimate of annual timber
values prior to 1979.
Since 1900, two thirds of the islands’ best old growth
forests have been logged. That’s enough wood to circle
the earth with a six-foot diameter log worth about 20
billion dollars. Under current industry plans, any ancient
forest that is not protected or reserved will be logged in
the next few decades, at which point 80 percent of the
original old growth forest assets will be gone.
The Gowgaia Institute engages in partnership with
a wide range of like-minded individuals in public
agencies and organizations and funding sources from the
local to the international level. The ongoing Land Use
Plan in particular has required close cooperation with
other technical experts from industry, government and
ecological consultancies. •

High quality cedar trees are disappearing from the forest. Since
1982, the profile of cedar in the forest has risen from 30 to 40
percent of all species logged, but the amount of high grade
cedar reported has declined from 10 to one percent—from a
high of 77,200 cubic metres in 1985 to a current low of 4,840.
This confirms reports from carvers who say that cedar trees
suitable for canoes, house beams and monumental poles have
become hard to find.
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The volume of timber logged from 1979 to 2004 was 48.4
million cubic metres, or 20.5 billion board feet. By correlating
the annual volumes logged with the spatial logging history, we
estimate that a total of 102 million cubic metres, or 43 billion
board feet of logs have been cut and shipped from Haida Gwaii
over the past century.

Data Sources: BC Ministry of Forests, Harvest Billings Database; Haida Gwaii–QCI Land Use
Plan; Landsat 5 and 7; Vancouver Log Market; Forest Cover data; BC TRIM; TEM.
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The Haida Gwaii–QCI Land Use Plan process developed a
model for Old Growth Forest Types in 1800 AD, as a way to
assess the condition of biodiversity values. Disturbance by
logging was measured and future logging to 2250 AD was
forecast with a timber supply model, assuming that current
logging policies were maintained.
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Protecting the land
over the long-term
Under the recent “Understanding”
the province and CHN have agreed
to temporary protection measures for
the Haida protected areas as shown in
black (Part 13), and similar measures
have been applied to areas for wildlife,
cultural cedar, cedar archaeology and
ecological reasons as shown in grey
(GAR) — logged is in light grey.

In the letter of “Understanding” the
parties also agree that the intention
for these areas are measures for longterm protection. However, at this time
there is no Provincial legislative land
designation suitable for these areas, but
legislative measures will be devised to
protect these areas between now and the
establishment of our Title.
Alternately, up to this point, the
intention by the Province and industry
has always been to log these areas. All
of these maps and information which we
use for planning are being improved as
new information comes in. •

a r e a s p r o t e ct e d t h r o u g h P a r t  l e g i sl a t i o n
a r e a s cu

r r e n t l y i n G AR n e g o t i a t i o n

lo g g e d
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a.
c.

b.
THE MAPS
These five maps show more detail of areas receiving
protection either through Part 13 or GAR.
a. North Moresby & Queen Charlotte
b. Naden
c. Rennel Sound
d. Tlall
e. Juskatla Inlet
HOW THE AREAS ADD UP
• Tlell Watershed Ecoforestry - approx 17,000 hectares.
• other Haida Protected Areas - approx 200,000 hectares
• Cedar Archaeology & Monumental Cedar Reserves approx 21,000 hectares.
The above figures do not include Gwaii Haanas (148,000
hectares) and other areas protected under Provincial
jurisdiction (Naikoon Park etc. 71,500 hectares).
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d.

e.
a r e a s p r o t e ct e d t h r o u g h P a r t  l e g i sl a t i o n
a r e a s cu

r r e n t l y i n G AR n e g o t i a t i o n

lo g g e d
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words
for
cedar
and
its
uses
Skidegate Haida
words provided by
the Skidegate Haida
Immersion Program;
Massett Haida words
provided by Naanii
Mary Swanson.

ENGLISH
Red Cedar
Yellow Cedar
Yellow Cedar boughs
Yellow cedar trunk
Yellow cedar outer bark
Yellow cedar inner bark
Yellow cedar roots
Yellow cedar crown
Red Cedar boughs
Red Cedar trunk
Red Cedar outer bark
Red Cedar inner bark
Red Cedar thick inner bark
Red Cedar roots
Red Cedar crown

HAIDA - MASSETT
ts’uu sgiid
sgaahlaang
sgaahlaang hlk’aam’aal
sgaahlaang kuuwaal
kuuds
giit (w/line through g)
sgaahlaang hliing
sgaahlaang kats’
ts’uu hlkaa
ts’uu kuwaal
k’uuds
giid (w/ line through g)
giid (w/ line through g)
ts’uu hliing
ts’uu kats’

to go out harvesting bark
to strip bark from tree (if different)
to pull inner bark from outer bark
to dig a test hole
to fall a tree (for canoe, pole, etc.)
to take a bark board off a tree
to take a plank off a tree
to get a board/ “board”
to bend a board to make a box
to bend the corners of a bentwood box
to carve
to weave (basket weaving)

giidaa isdaang
k’alobkukwaasda
daang sgaakang
gudgadaas
tl’ daangtliisdaang
hlgay xiilaas isda
gudaangee gan
kiit skiik’aas
kuk gaay
kiit sda isdang
kiidaay sda
kwaa isdang
k’waa isdaa
kaadl
kwaawee sahl giiy jiingaa isdaas, giihl giiy sdluu tlaawahlang
(same as above)
Ging.Guhlga
ta kiit
gyan K’id
kiguu xaay
kiiguu xaay

mats
woven mats
woven place mats
woven mortuary mat
rope
canes
headdresses
feast bowl
washbowls
boxes
food box
wooden box used for a tub
spoons or serving utensils
baskets made of large cedar strips
cedar basket
smokehouses
planks in canoes to keep belongings dry
plans used as canoe skids
house beams
totem poles
mortuary Poles
potlatch Poles
mortuary Houses
canoes (several):
children’s canoe
war canoe
bailers
paddles
storage boxes
hanging sticks for drying salmon
carved masks
cedar hats
cedar roses
cedar frogs

laaguus
7guus laguus
laaguus xaaygaa xadaalas
sgahlaang laaguus
giid kwaayaa
giid st’asgaa
giid kats gyaanggee
giid ‘laganee kiihlaa gamjuu
giid dlan kiihlaa gamjuu
t’awt
taaw t’awt
k’waagudaa gadaangwaay
slaagwaal / slaagwaal dagwaalee
kiguu iiwaan giid gukadaa
giid kiguu
gayuu naay

tools
adze
curved carving knife
small knife to scrape inner bark

gin isdaaw
xuut’u/xuut’a/xuut’aaw
yaats skuupjuugahl tak’iit
yaats juujuu

verbs

products

tools

0

saahlaan gyaagaang
waahlahl gyaagaang
tluu
tluu kujuu
gahldaa
xuuduu
aal
gul
ky.aysin
niixangwa/ nejanguu kiidayaa
giid dajang
giid xilaa hananass
giid hlkyaan kustaan
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ts’uu
sgaahlaan
k’uujii (outer bark of any tree)
sgiisgil
Gahlda
ts’iihluu/giixida
gaay

ging Gawan

llguus

k’amal kaayhla
ts’is sding
ga taa Gudaay/taawt’a
t’aawt’agaay
k’uud
xayna
t’ak’ungxid
daaya7uu
ts’aans gaagiids
gyaagaang
sahling.anaay or sahling.aay
gagee gyaa (first G has line)
tluu (first G has line)
xuuda wuu
aal
niijang.u
daajing (Guukuuna=big hat)

staaxuunang
xiisgaawaay

Mask representing male ancestor.
artist unknown

Haida Excursions

The Haida built large canoes made from red cedar. These vessels were capable
of ocean-going voyages and were used for travel to distant places and trade with
neighbouring First Nations as well as the early European settlements that were
established on the mainland. Following are some historical excerpts that give a
flavour of what Haida were doing during these trips:
James Swan described Haida canoes that visited Port
Townsend, Washington in 1873: “Some of their canoes
are very large and capable of carrying one hundred
persons with all their equipment for a long voyage. But
those generally used will carry from twenty to thirty
persons; and in these conveyances they make voyages of
several hundred miles to Victoria on Vancouver’s Island,
and from thence to the various towns on Puget Sound.
These canoes are made from single logs of cedar, which
attains an immense size on Queen Charlotte’s Islands.
…The Haidas bring with them as articles of traffic,
furs of various kinds, dogfish and seal oil, and carvings
in wood and stone, as well as ornaments in silver …”

Matthew Johson in the notebooks of Homer Barnett,
describes trading partnerships between the Haida
and Tsimshian and the trade for Haida canoes:
“Gitnuhungiukt (a Tsimshian lineage) were trading
partners with Masset – they & viceversa - & were
individual partners in each house – not indiscriminate
– partners stay in each others house when visiting. Rest
of Tsimshian would have to buy Haida canoes & stuff
thru the Gitnuhungiukts – no direct trade between other
Tsimshian people & Haida”
“When Haidas brought canoes over here they would
trade them & be given an old one to return in. Called
gi^st It was after the breakdown of partner relationships
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by Crosby that other than the 6 or 7 named above (that
had relationships with the Haida) began to buy Haida
canoes & go up the Stikine for hire.
Why Tsimshian want Haida canoe? “Better cedar
there – not rotten in the middle; no knots “
Following is an excerpt from the log of Samuel
Ferguson, on an American trading vessel at the
mouth of the Nass River in June 1810, who
encountered a considerable party of Haida
returning from trading for oolichan:
“… a number of Indians on board with a few skins to
sell but none of the Chiefs has visited us yet on account
of their having so many strangers with them that has
come to trade with them for Shrow-tow. In the morning
a vast number of Canoes bellowing to Clyganny
{Kaiganie} & Masset came down from the village
loaded with dried Shrow packed in boxes they all passed
close by us & some of them came along side for a few
minutes then proceeded on their Voyage with the rest of
the fleet. Altarge was Commodore.”
Shrow and variants such as sow-tow were used by
maritime traders for oolachen. It was a corruption of
the Kaiganee Haida word, “sataaw” (Cogo and Cogo nd.
b: 76).
The Fort Simpson journals of the Hudson’s Bay
Company also record some Haida visits to the
mainland:
1835. John Work, who visited the mouth of the Nass on
the vessel Lama in May 1835, observed the presence of

2

the Haida at the oolichan fishery:
May 17: “A large party of Necoon and Skidegate
Indians, who had been here, went off on their return
home this morning. These are the people that pillaged
the Vancouver when she wrecked there last year and
probably being afraid, did not come near us. In the
course of the afternoon, 20 Canoes containing from 7 to
20 persons each of Cumshewas men, arrived, also from
Q. Charlotte’s Island” (Dee 1944: 242)
1853, May 13 At Fort Simpson: “16 Canoes of Kigarnies
& 7 of Chatsenas arrived, which makes about 80 Canoes
of Haidars so called, that we have here now, and about
650 more Indians that came in them, so we have just as
much as we can do to trade, and look out for the fellows,
we have small rows frequently thr. the day with them.
I do not think so many strangers were ever here at one
time before. A canoe of Nass people arrived. Cockestan.
There cannot be less than 1,000 Indians now assembled
here. Trade good and Mr Work has his hands full, traded
100 bushels potatoes very small ones.”
Swanton (1905a:384) recorded a story from
Richard (Middle-giti’ns) about incident between the
Tsimshian and Haida:
“The Skidegate people went once to trade at Port
Simpson in sixty canoes. The Pebble-town people
[people of Chaatl] also went there. And they traded
with dry halibut. They lived outside … A woman of the
Gitins’-servants named Bufflehead sold dry halibut to
the wife of Legaix. She said it was too small and she
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wanted to exchange it for more. Bufflehead then refused
to give her more in exchange. And they threw the dry
halibut at Bufflehead. She then threw the dry halibut
in the face of Legaix’s daughter, and she went home
crying.”
This incident resulted in a fight and long-standing
feud between the Haida and the Tsimshian.
There were few white people living in Haida Gwaii
when George Dawson, a young geological surveyer,
visited there in the 1878:
“The Charlottes, when Dawson surveyed their eastern
and northern shores that summer, were relatively
untouched by European exploitation. The sea otter was
nearly extinct, but other fauna and the entire islands’
flora remained virtually intact except as needed by the
Haida for their life and industry. The short, unproductive
rush to Gold Harbour in 1851-2, abortive attempts at
copper mining on Burnaby and Skincuttle islands in
the early 1860s, and an equally fruitless coal venture
in Skidegate Inlet a few years later were the extent of
mineral exploitation.
The forest was unused except for the Haida’s own
demands. Only a handful of Whites lived permanently
on the islands. Anglican missionary W.H. Collison,
with Mrs. Collison, and Hudson’s Bay Company trader
Martin Offut resided at Masset; entrepreneurs J. McB.
Smith and Andy McGregor lived at Skidegate, where
they opened a small plant, pressing oil from dogfish
livers for the southern logging industry. Even these
people were recent arrivals: Offut had come in 1870, the

rest only in 1876. Indeed, the whole of coastal British
Columbia north of Comox remained largely in Native
occupancy. A few Whites – traders, missionaries, early
cannerymen – lived at Alert Bay, Fort Rupert, Bella
Bella, Inverness, Port Essington, Metlakatla, and Port
Simpson.”
Excerpt from the introduction to “To the Charlottes
George Dawson’s 1878 Survey of the Queen
Charlotte Islands”, UBC Press, p. 4-5.
Haida showed early visitors the location of fishing
grounds that in some cases were five miles offshore.
Thomas Mowatt (Department of Fisheries) reported on
a visit to the west coast of Haida Gwaii in September/
October 1886. Three men from the area – Luke Tate,
Timothy Tate and Jerimiah Price were hired to “go to the
‘skil’ grounds” (skil is the Haida name for Blackcod).
The men ”brought some of their native hooks and
lines. On reaching the mouth of the harbour the sea was
found to be very heavy … We managed to get through
the heavy tide rips and pulled about four and a half miles
beyond the outer head lands, where the Indians said the
‘skil’ grounds were located. We dropped two lines in 180
fathoms of water, leaving them down fifteen minutes
… Indian Luke said he (sometimes) filled a canoe that
would hold about half a ton with two hauls of his line.
… The Indians were anxious to know if anyone was
coming to buy fish, as they prefer fishing at home than
going away for the canneries.”
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Council of the Haida Nation
Administrator
Box 589, Old Massett,
Haida Gwaii
V0T 1M0
p. 250.626.5252
f. 250.626.3404
1.888.638.7778
chn_hts@island.net



Council of the Haida Nation
Administrator
Box 98, Queen Charlotte,
Haida Gwaii
V0T 1S0
p. 259.559.4468
f. 250.559.8951
1.877.559.4468
chn_hts@island.net
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